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Eclectica Contemporary is excited to take part in Art x Lagos 2022 Online. This 
year’s presentation is a celebration of pan-African expression, showcasing artists 
from South Africa, Congo, Nigeria, Sudan and Egypt. Our selection of artist all 
echo the vibrancy and energy of Lagos through expressive colors, textures and 
design, while contributing to the larger discussion of African identity in modern 
times. Loyiso Mkize samples from comic book aesthetics in order to deconstruct 
African narratives and indigenous knowledge, while Asanda Kupa’s distorted 
figures reflects the streets of the Eastern Cape, South Africa. Painter Hussein Salim 
draws from nostalgia to connect to his homeland in Sudan and Ley Mborambwe’s 
vigorous burst of lines and colours on canvas mirrors his memories and experiences 
of the Congo, all contributing to the psychological geography of the continent. The 
exhibition is also available to view on Artsy from 3 - 21 November.



IIbrahim Khatabbrahim Khatab
Ibrahim Khatab was born in Cairo in 1984 and works as a co-teacher at Cairo 
University. His practice spans across the mediums of painting, video art and 
installation. Khatab has been practicing since he was 12 years old when he created 
billboards on cloths and walls that were put up in the streets of Cairo. This early 
experience continues to influence his work and also ignited his passion for Arabic 
calligraphy which can consistently be seen as a significant element across his body 
of work.

Since 2007 Khatab’s work has frequently been presented in group shows and solo 
exhibitions. He has garnered notable recognition locally and regularly exhibits across 
various art centres and galleries in Cairo. Additionally, Khatab has seen impressive 
exposure abroad, having exhibited widely – from Sweden to Cape Town to Oman. 
He has regularly participated in the annual Youth Salon, Cairo and has also led 
many workshops in Visual Arts Center, Oman; Fine Arts Association, Doha; and 
Sharjah Children Biennial (2013). He has been awarded various prizes for his work 
and in 2018 obtained his PhD from Cairo University. Khatab is currently resident in 
Cairo, Egypt and represented by Eclectica Contemporary in Southern Africa.



Ibrahim Khatab

Do What You Want Under the Trees
2021
Mixed media on board
150 x 150 cm

Ibrahim Khatab

Letters to My Mom
2021
Mixed media on board
150 x 150 cm



Ibrahim Khatab

Love of Poetry
2021
Mixed media on board
150 x 150 cm

Ibrahim Khatab

One Bad Habit
2021
Mixed media on board
150 x 150 cm



Asanda KupaAsanda Kupa
Asanda Kupa is a rising talent amongst South African painters. He was born in 
Molteno, Eastern Cape, and has always been drawn to the illustrative arts.  Kupa’s 
work is grounded by the experiences of those forced to the periphery of ‘The New 
South Africa’; despite its great re-birth. The artist is concerned with how the new 
political regime has failed its people – the very people who brought it to power 
through their own sacrifice – whilst also celebrating the self-determining spirit that 
marks a long history of civic action. Protest, civic action and occupation, spurred 
by grass-roots community community movement and unity, is a central theme of 
his work.

Kupa’s expressive mark making and abstraction of the human form creates a 
vivid and moving body of work that seems to explore change, progression and 
alteration through the language of narrative painting in a uniquely abstract manner. 
His gestural works command a great presence in each space they can be found 
and his investment of time, energy and emotion as well as immense skill becomes 
apparent.

When working with paint, Kupa brings incredible energy to his figures – human or 
animal – through a layering of pigment over blacked-out canvases. The effect is a 
mass of murky yet dynamic forms that vividly express movement and atmosphere. 
In Kupa’s work, dense, moody landscapes are also haunted scenes; the figures are 
anonymous types, brimming with emotion.



Asanda Kupa

Gqwash Gqwash
2021
Acrylic on canvas
94 x 105 cm (unstretched canvas)



Asanda Kupa

Inkululeko Ingaphakathi
2021
Acrylic on canvas
123 x 147 cm (unstretched canvas)



Asanda Kupa

Ukuqhitsana
2021
Acrylic on canvas
94 x 105 cm (unstretched canvas)



Asanda Kupa

Inexeba Lendoda
2021
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 120 cm (unstretched canvas)



Ley MboramweLey Mboramwe
Ley Mboramwe was born and grew up in Kinshasa. He later went on to study 
at the Academie des Beaux Arts, known for its rich legacy of artists and cultural 
workers. Since moving to Cape Town, his work has evolved and he has focused 
on his painting practice, depicting narratives of his homeland through memory and 
nostalgia.

Mboramwe’s vigorous burst of lines and colours on canvas activate a kind of energy 
within the room that calls for attention. As he has both celebrated and grappled with 
his memories and experiences of the Congo, and the journeys he has taken since, 
his paintings become a site of processing and reflection on his childhood in the 
country and the landscape he has had to leave behind.

Mboramwe creates a conversation about the journeys he has embarked on, 
expressed through his work and the dynamics illustrated through the play of 
abstraction in figurative images. His participation in group exhibitions, art fairs and 
solo exhibitions over the past four years has traced his creative trajectory from 
primary colours and monotones, to vast spectrums of colours and vibrancy. Viewing 
his art encompasses an experience of witnessing the passion of the artist, seeing 
how the drive to create is so strong that his own excitement takes over his mark 
making and, as such, the experience of painting becomes mirrored in the viewing 
too.



Ley Mboramwe

Dancers
2021
Acrylic on canvas
180 x 180 cm



Ley Mboramwe

I’m Lost
2020
Oil on canvas
100 x 100 cm

Ley Mboramwe

Woman Reading
2021
Acrylic on canvas
120 x 120 cm



Ley Mboramwe

FCC vs Cash (May the Lord be Glorified)
2020
Acrylic on canvas
130 x 130 cm



Hussein SalimHussein Salim
As a result of a tumultuous political and economical period in Sudan, which also 
brought about disputes of its historical context, Hussein Salim spent a number of 
years as a refugee in various countries including Egypt and South Africa. 

Following his artistic training in Khartoum University, he attained his Master’s 
degree in art at the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, Pietermaritzburg. He has exhibited 
extensively overseas along with acclaimed local galleries, such as Johans Borman, 
Bonisa Private Gallery and Eclectica Contemporary. It was during this time that 
Salim and his family embarked on both an emotional and awakening return back to 
his homeland, Sudan.

Inspired by its diversity and diasporic, multicultural communal structure, his body 
of work celebrates this through extensive layering of symbols, rich colours and vivid 
forms.

Following the example of graciousness, humility and resilience of the Sudanese, 
Salim has worked closely with NGO’s such as African Angels and Buccaneers 
Outreach program, whom focus on the sustenance and uplifting of children and 
schools in marginalized communities with proceeds of his artwork sales being 
donated to various outreach schemes.



Hussein Salim

Finding Eden 1
2020
Acrylic on board
100 x 100 cm

Hussein Salim

Finding Eden 3
2020
Acrylic on board
100 x 100 cm



Hussein Salim

Finding Eden 5
2020
Acrylic on board
100 x 100 cm

Hussein Salim

Finding Eden 7
2020
Acrylic on board
100 x 100 cm



Loyiso MkizeLoyiso Mkize
Prior to committing himself as a full time contemporary artist, Loyiso Mkize rose 
to prominence as on of South Africa’s best known graphic novel and comic book 
illustrators, being one of the foremost contributors to the Sunday Times supplement 
SupaStrikers. Eventually he discovered a passion for portrait painting, a medium he 
turns to as an avenue to express personal, political and social commentary. 

His subjects are predominantly African and they feature expressive faces, showing 
a fascination with skin, texture, gaze and the emotion that is conveyed through 
facial features. In particular, he is interested in the ways this emotive expression 
intersects with notions of the soul, the spirit and ultimately a means to illustrate his 
understanding of the authentic African experience. Mkize’s use of highly stylized and 
technically brilliant brushwork creates realistic imagery that leans toward the surreal 
with his decorative framing and imaginative illustration, adding multiple layers to 
each portrait with character references and the impression of self-awareness in 
each of his works. 

Mkize studied at CPUT in Cape Town where he achieved his diploma qualification in 
graphic design in 2009. In 2015 he founded his own visual arts and communication 
company Loyiso Mkize Art (Pty) Ltd which publishes the energetic South African 
superhero comic book, KWEZI. This follows his long standing and consistently 
growing career in the fine arts. Alongside career in visual art, Mkize has also been 
involved in many commercial creative endeavours, including commissions, brand 
campaigns and publishing initiatives.



Loyiso Mkize

Ndikhokhele
2021
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 80 cm



Loyiso Mkize

Sister’s Prayer
2021
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 160 cm



Loyiso Mkize

Eternal Monologue
2021
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 90 cm



Loyiso Mkize

MAYINE
2021
Oil on canvas
200 x 160 cm
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